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SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE
CLICK ON SESSION TITLE TO JOIN

9-9:15

Welcome Remarks
9:15-10

Keynote
Rachel McCrickard, CEO Motivo
10-10:15

Break
10:15-11:15

Dr Gabrielle Jones
“Treading Water, Learning to Swim: Lessons, Challenges, and Insights on Professional
Growth and Development”
OR
Attend Student Poster Sessions
Jason Sleisenger: Post-Traumatic Growth from the Past Year: Promoting Resilience in Clients
and Ourselves
Carly Button: Logotherapy and Finding Meaning in Life as Treatment for Adolescents in
Wilderness Therapy Programs
11:15-11:30

Break
11:30-12:30

Panel Discussion
"Intervention Based Therapy"
OR
Attend Student Poster Sessions
Lisa Wenninger
Social Justice Is Intimidating: Empowering Student Counselors As Change Agents
Chad Vacco
The Intersection of Professional Identity, Ethics, and Military Core Values: A Sailor’s
Perspective
12:30-1:00

Symposium Wrap Up
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SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR
SESSION SPONSORS
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JoJo Y.K. Lee, MA LPCC NCC

Abbey Ronquillo, LMFT APCC
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Jessica Ryan Morris, MS APCC

Mireya Borjas, BA PCC Trainee

A NOTE FROM THE STUDENT
COMMITTEE
Hello and thank you for joining the 2021 CALPCC
Students and Associates Symposium. Our team has
worked diligently to curate the program to the needs of
today's pre-licensed clinical counselors. We hope you
enjoy hearing from our speakers and presenters alike
and invite you to get involved with CALPCC.
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CALPCC SWAG
CATALOG
Open for Business
Wear your CALPCC Pride!
Long asked and now
delivered, you wilare able to
order from a catalog of
CALPCC Branded swag.
Visit or click calpcc.org/shop
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SPEAKER PROFILES
RACHEL MCCRICKARD, CEO MOTIVO
Rachel McCrickard is the Founder + CEO of Motivo and a licensed marriage and
family therapist (LMFT). In the early days of her career, Rachel experienced the
time-consuming and expensive process of acquiring clinical supervision hours firsthand. That experience gave her a front seat view into the geographic boundaries
that preclude mental health professionals from serving rural areas. Motivo is the
first HIPAA-compliant video platform that connects pre-licensed mental health
therapists to clinical supervisors. Motivo is now creating an easier and more
affordable path towards licensure. Rachel has begun to receive tech-industry
recognition as she was recently named one of the “50 women-led startups that are
crushing tech” by Forbes.

DR GABRIELLE JONES, PHD
ROGERS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Dr. Gabrielle Jones is a Licensed Psychologist who specializes in substance use
and addiction medicine treatment. She obtained her Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)
Degree in Counseling Psychology at Oklahoma State University, and currently
works as the Clinical Services Supervisor at Rogers Behavioral Health. She is the
Board Chair for a local non-profit organization that services the re-entry
population and their families and has taught courses for UC Berkley Extension’s
Certification of Drug and Alcohol Counselors program.

JOJO Y.K. LEE, MA LPCC NCC
JoJo is a National Certified Counselor currently working at UCSD Eating Disorders
Center. Her practice focuses on providing evidence-based interventions such as
Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, Cognitive Processing Therapy, and Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy to individuals struggling with eating and/or mood disorders.
She enjoys working with underserved populations, which she was able to do so at
the Union of Pan Asian Communities (UPAC) and also at Alvarado Parkway
Institute. In her free time, she is passionate about advocating mental health
wellness to ethnic minorities whether through publishing research papers, or
creating mental health awareness events as a Vice President of Taiwanese
American Professionals.
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SPEAKER PROFILES
SUZZETTE GARCIA MA LPCC
Suzzette Garcia is a Licensed Professional Clinical Counselor, Certified Trauma Focused
Cognitive Behavioral Therapist, American Psychological Association Fellow, Board
Member for California’s Association of Licensed Professional Clinical Counselors and
Chair of their Education and Training Committee, Board Member of Lean in Latinas and
their Director of Circles and Programming, and recipient of the Audre Lorde Voice and
Vision Award for Outstanding Social Justice Advocacy. Suzzette grew up in a small
agricultural community in California’s Central Valley which influenced her becoming a
social justice advocate and mental health provider. Suzzette uses her platform to
mentor beginning clinicians, spread mental health awareness in the LatinX community
and implements the development of therapeutic programs that are based in
neuroscience, cultural competency, accessibility and diverse therapeutic interventions.

SANDRA FITZGERALD, PHD
Sandra Fitzgerald, PhD. is an Assistant Professor at San Francisco State
University’s Department of Counseling-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
program. She received her doctorate in Rehabilitation Psychology from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and has 14 years of clinical experience as a
mental health counselor working with persons living with serious mental illness and
addictions. She has also worked as a rehabilitation counselor for the State of
Hawaii’s Division of Vocational Rehabilitation with a specialty caseload of clients
with psychiatric disabilities. Dr. Fitzgerald conducts research on best practices in
psychiatric rehabilitation. She is committed to advancing the recognition of LPCC
across the state of California.

KENNETH EDWARDS, MA LPCC
Kenneth earned his M.A. in Clinical Psychology and is currently working towards
his PhD in Business Psychology from The Chicago School of Professional
Psychology. Kenneth has specialized training in working with LGBTQ, Latino, and
marginalized populations and has a wide range of experience from young to
elder adult counseling. Kenneth previously worked as a VP in Business Banking.
With his previous career experience, Kenneth has a depth of knowledge in
organizational management as well career counseling and development from a
clinical perspective. Kenneth is currently in private practice in San Francisco,
California.

STUDENT POSTER SESSION ABSTRACTS
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CARLY BUTTON
Palo Alto University
Logotherapy and Finding Meaning in Life as Treatment for
Adolescents in Wilderness Therapy Program

With the surge of stress, depression, isolation, and anxiety in adolescents due to the effects of Covid19, the life-changing effects of wilderness programs are going to be needed now more than ever.
Death has become the forefront of media consumed by individuals of all ages, and more young
people are being stimulated to start thinking about the meaning of life and our reason for being. This
existential phenomenon can be expressed through attention seeking or other problematic behaviors.
Wilderness therapy programs provide an ideal setting and framework for youth to be able to discover
and evolve through their own existential struggles. The presenter's firsthand experience and
extensive research into wilderness therapy programs gives her a unique and valuable understanding
and perspective of the many benefits wilderness therapy can bring to a teen. This presentation will
cover research on adolescent development, logotherapy, and best practices to utilize the proposed
interventions in and outside of the setting of a wilderness program.

JASON SLEISENGER
Northwestern University
Post-Traumatic Growth from the Past Year: Promoting Resilience in
Clients and Ourselves

The past year and even few months into 2021 have been unprecedented and difficult in ways not
often seen in contemporary times. Working as a counseling trainee during this time has been
nothing short of unique and extraordinary. While this presented my peers and colleagues with
me with unique and difficult challenges, it also created a sense of solidarity and unity amongst
us, and a stronger connection and therapeutic alliance with our clients and counselors alike. In
this session, I outline how post-traumatic growth has been beneficial, and how it has been
beneficial, and can continue to be beneficial in our collective road to recovery.

Chad Vacco
University of San Diego
The Intersection of Professional Identity, Ethics, and Military Core
Values: A Sailor’s Perspective

Professional identity is a powerful concept that has long been connected to the successful
practice of vocations. Developing a sense of professional identity allows one to have a strong
ability to formulate work, express the purpose behind techniques or approaches, and creates a
strong connection to the profession (Remley & Herlihy, 2020). However, developing this identity
can be difficult as incoming members attempt to identify with and integrate the ethical
principles guiding the field. Many organizations utilize core values with attributes that are
relatable so members can assimilate seamlessly. In my presentation, I will demonstrate how the
United States Coast Guard’s “core values” helped me as a graduate student to bring into focus
the counseling profession’s ethical framework.

LISA WENNINGER
Northwestern university
Social Justice Is Intimidating: Empowering Student
Counselors As Change Agents

The journey from student to counselor involves many transformations. The importance of advocacy
is repeated within our Code of Ethics, yet counseling students may encounter both systemic and
intrapersonal barriers that prevent them from incorporating social justice as part of their
developing professional identity. This session presents ideas for encouraging, supporting, and
empowering students to engage with social justice in a way that makes advocacy accessible and
exciting. Opportunities for reflection are offered for counseling programs to consider around
program structure and culture, for counselor educators on pegagogy and curriculum, for clinical
supervisors around support and empowerment, and especially for counseling students to facilitate
their own development into social justice change agents.
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JOIN A CALPCC
COMMITTEE TODAY
The team at CALPCC works day in and day out to fulfill the
mission and vision of the association. Get involved today.
We could use your help.
Drop up a line at info@calpcc.org to be connected to your
area of interest.
Available Opportunities:
Legislative and Advocacy
Fund Development
Ethics and Applied Professional Practice
Finance
Education and Training
Membership Development
Regional Networking Coordinators
Peer Consultation Groups
CALPCC Fellows
Sponsorship and Advertising
Conference and Events
Continuing Education/Webinars
CALPCC Quarterly
Student and Associate Events
Social Media

REPRINT FROM WINTER 2021 CALPCC QUARTERLY

The March to Parity
AN
BY

OPINION
KENNETH

AND

CALL

EDWARDS,

TO

ACTION

MA

LPCC

and

Because I was licensed in another state, I was not

currently in California, I had found it particularly

under the requirements during my education to

puzzling that I would not be able to practice in the

obtain 150 Hours in a Community Mental Health

Having

been

licensed

in

another

state

same way that I did previously because of a
requirement that LPCCs in California must adhere
to a rule that states that we must obtain additional
training to see couples and families and gain
Continuing Education credits to continue to be able
to do this. As someone who is fully licensed, it was
difficult to understand why this was the case and

setting. I have long heard from our Students and
Associates

that

this

additional

requirement

hampers their ability to finish their education in a
timely fashion and creates an undue burden in
obtaining licensure. While the experience gained in
this sector is unmatched, to require it as an

why it had not yet been changed. We then began

additional hurdle to our licensees, created barriers

deliberating at CALPCC about how this may

that 1) disproportionately affect students of color

change.

and those with financial challenges as it prolonged
their educational and licensure goals, 2) created an

As I continue to embark on my journey as a
clinician,

but

more

importantly

as

Executive

Director at CALPCC, I have worked with our
Legislative and Advocacy team led by Nick Boyd,
LPCC, Dr Anthony Rivas, EdD along with our
esteemed Lobbyist, GV Ayers and our Board of
Directors to start the process to challenge this
requirement for all LPCCs across the state of
California. This is important. The time is now.

additional difficulty in finding an acceptable site,
and 3) due to the lack of available positions for
LPCCs left some out in the cold waiting for an
opening to finish their training. Layer on the
effects of COVID 19 and we have entire cohorts of
APCCs that are unable to gain the necessary
training that they need to move along.

will re-write the scope of work for LPCCs in
California and remove the two aforementioned
requirements from current and future licensees.
While we have a tough hill to climb until this
change is signed by the Governor, we are confident
that we will gain support from the full LPCC
population and its supporters, our professional
siblings and other organizations across the state.
So why now? This is the question that I and the rest
of our team has gotten at CALPCC. I always answer
a bit tongue in cheek and say "Why not now?" As
LPCCs we know that with additional requirements
it further hampers our ability to finish our
licensure

and

education,

it

adds

additional

financial burdens which are felt even more by our
APCCs of color or those who work or live in
challenged communities, it creates yet another
barrier to care for those in the community as they
are unable to have access to care with clinicians in
waiting, and it is just plain unfair to not be held to
equal standard with our peers. In addition, many of
us have searched for jobs in the California market
and many MANY positions simply do not want
LPCCs because we do not hold the additional
requirements. With the lack of mental health
workers in the system, it is downright malpractie
to restrict clinicians who are well trained and
In my opinion and the opinion of the Board of
Directors

at

The

California

Association

for

Licensed Professional Clinical Counselors, it is
time that we take a look at the "extra" requirements
for LPCC applicants and compare it to those of the
other license types. In the beginning we had to
accept concessions to get the license in the state of
California and prove ourselves as worthy clinicians.
We have long since done that and now are asking
(and moving ahead) with making this happen.
On February 8, 2021, Assemblymember Wendy
Carillo presented AB 462. AB462 is the legislative
bill that

ready for practice seemingly "just because."
The time to act is now. We ask respectfully that we
be considered as full members of the counseling
community in the State of California. With over
120,000 LPCs (and equivalent) nationwide, we are
NOT the new kid on the block. We are part of a
larger national community with a very strong
professional identity.
Over the next several months, CALPCC will be
meeting with our sibling professions, the BBS and
will be contact with our state legislature. To join
the effort, email us at info@calpcc.org. We'd love to
have you along for the ride. -KE

Motivo is the first HIPAA-compliant platform
providing clinical supervision online through
secure video conferencing.
Motivowas founded by a Licensed Marriage
and Family Therapist in an effort to make the
path to licensure easier.

All CALPCC members will receive
20% off of their first three sessions!
Click here to learn more.

With Motivo, you can browse a directory of
vetted and diverse supervisors from across
California and find the supervisor that is right
for you.
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Follow us on
Social Media
Facebook: CALPCC
Twitter: @CALPCC
Instagram: @california_lpcc
LinkedIn: CALPCC
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